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THE GUARDIAN  

The Arena Bomb Story Continues  
 

 2315 CA 

 …and so it will - until the truth is finally revealed  

1 The death toll at the Manchester Arena that evening was truly shocking and 
that’s without mentioning all those who were tragically injured by the nail 
bomb blast set in place by a fanatic terrorist who took his own life at the time. 
 

 All the headlines, at the time, told of horrific scenes caused by a massive 
blast intended to wreak as much harm and devastation as possible.  The 
identified perpetrator was said to be a young Islamic suicide terrorist who 
had constructed a homemade shrapnel-laden bomb.  The stories of those 
present who survived the attack, combine to tell an interesting story though 
– and they are not quite the stories one would expect to hear from those at 
the Arena that fateful evening of 22May2017.   
 

  

 

 
  

2 The death toll that evening is reported to have been 23, with over 1000 
others injured in some way.  The blast to cause this appalling result would 
have been horrific.  The scene must have looked similar to the one above.  
The scene above was also in Manchester, but in 1996 with the IRA 
understood to have been responsible. 
 
Without comparing the relative sizes of the two bombs, it is reasonable to 
assume that the devastation caused to buildings might have been very 
similar for the two events.  Certainly, the official narrative describing the 
damage at the Arena in 2017 read as one might expect.  The thing is, the 
apparent reality was different – in fact it is said to be totally different. 
     

3 First to mention is that we have found no images posted on the net which 
depict the horrendous damage done to the Arena building – and in particular 
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the foyer where the bomb was said to have been detonated.  This is the type 
of image one would expect to see – at least after all the casualties have been 
moved from the scene.   
 
Interestingly, one media report described how the glass dome above the 
Arena foyer was shattered by the blast.  The difficulty here however is that an 
investigative journalist conducted an arial survey of the dome with a drone 
flight over the building and it indicated the dome was perfectly intact – after 
the said bombing.  We cannot verify this assessment however and can only 
point to the information as we found it ourselves. 
 
Like for all the other related facts – or purported facts – we only lay them 
here for others to make their own careful and discerning judgements about. 
   

4 The information which has come to our attention heavily suggests that the 
story told by the media is woefully inaccurate.  The indications are that 
perhaps the injuries stated in type and number were false – and probably 
and understandably false – due to the absence of a real explosion.  Images 
that we have seen of the precise point where the bomb was detonated show 
that the scene was barely marked.  In fact, the only visible damage recorded 
on film – anywhere it seems – suggests that maybe some kind of firework 
was detonated that evening. 
 

5 If that was the case – and that is a BIG IF – what would that be telling people 
about the whole event?  Well, there is perhaps a conclusion to be drawn 
here but not before people have been better acquainted with some of the 
conflicting facts and stories. 
 
Even then, it is more than possible that people will be left confused and 
unsure about what really happened that evening in Manchester.  Being 
confused is good though – for it means there is even more need for us all to 
delve even deeper into the evidenced detail to arrive eventually at the 
bedrock truth of the story.  Viewing the detail, as we have, will perhaps start 
that process.   
 
For this purpose, then, we direct you to a series of investigative videos 
produced by independent journalists with a keen eye for detail and a passion 
to uncover the truth.  I have to make this suggestion prior to anyone that 
reviews the material amassed.  It will prove helpful in different ways to keep 
an open mind about what is said, what is shown and what is actually 
suggested.   
 
We have no way of knowing how much of the material is reliable.  With that 
said however, the material mustered is of such a type and apparent quality to 
suggest that further detailed and searching questions need to be asked.  We 
hope you agree – since the TRUTH is our single goal.  
  

6 The independent Journalist’s investigative videos 
 
Narrative about the videos follows. 
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An independent forensic investigation of the 2017 Manchester Arena "bombing" 
incident.  14,000 Ariana Grande fans had just finished watching a concert, when 
a loud bang was heard coming from the arena foyer. The vast majority of 
people did not witness an explosion because the foyer is a separate enclosure 
unsighted from the main arena.   
 
Immediately after the bang, crowds flooded out of the arena, some of them in 
panic. The mainstream media quickly reported that a suicide bomber had 
detonated a "nuts and bolts" bomb in the centre of the foyer, which they quickly 
claimed killed 22 people and injured dozens more.   
 
Despite the foyer being comprehensively covered by CCTV cameras, to date, no 
CCTV footage of the foyer area has been released for public scrutiny.  Only 2 
short pieces of video footage and one still photograph have surfaced showing 
the alleged aftermath within the foyer.  Astonishingly, forensic examination of 
these videos and still image shows they were produced 15 hours before the 
time of the alleged explosion!  
 
The suggestion is that there was a dummy run enacted in the early morning 
before the actual event at 10.30PM that same evening.  
 
Close scrutiny of first-hand eye witness testimony and other evidence casts 
doubt on the official narrative and leads to the possibility that the event was a 
carefully stage-managed exercise involving scores of enlisted participants 
 

7 Crisis actors have been used for a number of events around the world.  Their 
role is to provide training and learning opportunities for emergency services.  
Feature film work is almost certainly within their portfolio of standard work 
assignments.  However, journalists have uncovered their use in real life 
events to supplement and embellish the real scene created by those in 
orchestrating such events or, in some cases, completely fabricate an entire 
scene – such as in the case of the Boston bombing in 2013. 
 
There is a 3hr documentary on this event – where an investigative journalist 
pulls to pieces the official narrative presented to the world.  The detail 
presented and analysed is certainly compelling.  But again, it is for each 
viewer to apply their own discernment.  What it might leave viewers with – if 
nothing else – are numerous further questions needing to be answered.   
The hanging question though – is who will answer them - and when?    
.    

8 LATEST DEVELOPMENTS 
 
The brother of the identified Arena bomber – who incidentally was revealed 
to the UK authorities by US intelligence apparently, no less- was said to be 
involved in the plot.  Ismail Abedi was requisitioned to appear at a hearing 
about the bombing event but failed to do so.  Now a warrant has been issued 
for his arrest.  The background to this particular element of the Manchester 
Arena story is covered here by The Guardian.  
 
If the alternative narrative about the Manchester Arena story is only partly 
correct – coupled with the possibility that Ismail knew his brother well and 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/TNRc7yRIUlgA/
https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2022/aug/02/ismail-abedi-arrest-warrant-issued-manchester-arena-bomber-brother
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that he was not responsible for the so-called attack – it is understandable 
that Ismail left the country as it’s believed he did – fearing that the authorities 
might well take up a position to hold him also partly guilty.     
 
It is interesting to note, that Ismail’s brother was not caught on CCTV footage 
at the Arena.  An image has been released of him carrying a rucksack, but the 
image does not indicate where that image may have been captured.  This is 
just another curious unexplained fact among so many others in this story.  
 

PS1 People’s journalist – Alex Jones – is currently embroiled in a legal case in 
America.  Alex Jones among numerous others have placed a very definite 
question mark over the authenticity of a school shooting which took place at 
Sandy Hook Connecticut in 2012. 
 
The suggestion is that the event was a government sponsored – a 
government staged event without real casualties – for the purpose of 
moving public opinion away from legalised ownership of guns.  The event is 
not believed to be the only such event to have been fabricated, but one of a 
number over time.  Alex Jones has now altered his claim but so many 
questions still remain unanswered. 
 
The material which has been amassed in support of these assertions is 
understood to be extensive.  As a taster here and now however, we share a 
short video clip of one of the parents – Robbie Parker.  His portrayed 
demeanour looks very different – initially – to how anyone might expect to 
see it.  He was/is reputed to be a crisis actor.     
 
False Flag operations seem to be filtering into the public’s lexicon and 
awareness.  An open mind might eventually reveal the truth about them. 
 

 CONNECT’S Maxim and Oath 
Connect is only interested in finding and sharing the TRUTH. 

In search of that TRUTH, we only pose questions – we have no answers. 
 

 By: David Charles 

 Source: CONNECT: Magazine 

6 LINK Independent journalist - Critical Thinker - documentary 

6 LINK Manchester : The Night of the Bang – Part 1 

6 LINK Manchester : The Night of the Bang – Part 2 

6 LINK Manchester : The Night of the Bang – Part 3 

7 LINK THE BOSTON MARATHON UNBOMBING - documentary 

8 LINK Arrest warrant issued for Manchester Arena bomber’s brother 

PS1 LINK Sandy Hook : Is this man a crisis actor? 

 FURTHER READING 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/TMpOVKdoLiSo/
https://www.connect-m3.com/magazine
https://www.richplanet.net/richp_guest.php?ref=825&part=1&person=18
https://www.richplanet.net/richp_genre.php?ref=283&part=1&gen=1
https://www.richplanet.net/richp_genre.php?ref=283&part=2&gen=1
https://www.richplanet.net/richp_genre.php?ref=283&part=3&gen=1
https://www.bitchute.com/video/TNRc7yRIUlgA/
https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2022/aug/02/ismail-abedi-arrest-warrant-issued-manchester-arena-bomber-brother
https://www.bitchute.com/video/TMpOVKdoLiSo/
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 LINK Was Jo Cox actually murdered?  The man imprisoned looks innocent 

 PLEASE DOWNLOAD AND SHARE THIS ARTICLE 

 

 
 Opportunity to join the CONNECT team and network 

 END 

 

https://www.richplanet.net/richp_genre.php?ref=266&part=1&gen=1
https://www.tetburyconnect-m3.com/connect-m3

